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Can Hawks pull off a first-round upset against the Orlando Magic? (Jason 

Getz/AJC)

Off to Hawks practice this morning to put together a preview column for their playoff series against Orlando.

What's your prediction?

To say most people believe the outcome of this is series is a foregone conclusion — starting with Orlando 

guard Jameer Nelson — would be an understatement. I haven’t sensed a ton of confidence among the fan 

base, and the national media appears fairly universal in the belief that the Magic will win.
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Took a very brief tour around the internet and this is what I found:

– ESPN has a panel of 10 NBA writers/analysts making predictions on all of the playoff series. All 10 picked 

Orlando, most predicting the series will go six or seven games. Chris Sheridan predicts a sweep.

– The Sporting News predicts a physical series but the Magic winning in six games. Here’s an excerpt pf 

TSN’s preview:

There will be elbows, there will be bruises, there will be complaints about the refereeing, there will 

be technical fouls. This series will be tucked away among the least-attractive television time slots, 

but it could be the tightest matchup of the first round in the East. Atlanta will make things ugly, but 

it can’t hold [Dwight] Howard down in every game, and Orlando has enough outside shooting to 

make the Hawks pay for giving Howard too much attention. Magic in six.

– Pro Basketball Talk, via NBC Sports, picks Orlando in five games. An excerpt from their preview:

With Jason Collins, the Hawks think they have some who can single-handedly match up with 

Howard, and that is why they think they have a chance. But can you really see Dwight Howard 

getting stopped for long by a Collins twin? Look for the Magic to run some on the Hawks (a bad 

transition defensive team anyway) and in doing so get Howard some early deep position. And 

they will try to get fouls on Collins. The Hawks are basically the same team that the Magic swept 

out of the playoffs last season. New coach, they have Collins and Hinrich, but things are not that 

different. The Magic have come back to the pack a little, but they are still a 50-win team with a 

dominant player. PREDICTION: It’s not going to be a sweep like a year ago, but it will be pretty 

close. Magic in 5.

Maybe I’m deluded. I think the Hawks actually have a shot to win this series. But it’s going to take things that 

we just don’t see from this team often enough: physical play and heart. That will be the focus of my column 

later today.

For now, I’ll turn it over to you. What chance do you give the Hawks this series? I also put up a poll if you 

would like to vote.
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